Aqua Prime Seafood Steaks & Spirits

Stopping in promises something not only elevated, but separated into a league of their own,
making Aqua Prime a top choice while visiting the area.
Pairing top notch dishes with an ambiance unrivaled, Aqua Prime Seafood Steaks & Spirits has
fully enveloped a quality dining experience to the highest degree. Having been around since
December 2013, owner Steve Westphal has seen rapid success and the overall concept from top
to bottom can attest to the widespread popularity. The menu consists of a Florida coastal cuisine,
and each of the dishes hit the nail on the head when it comes to quality and consistency.
Everything is sourced fresh and made in house, and that is certainly what makes the location so
special. Stopping in promises something not only elevated, but separated into a league of their
own, making Aqua Prime a top choice while visiting the area.
Executive Chef Jason Vargo is at the helm of the kitchen and oversees every dish that is
made. Everything is sourced from local purveyors, and in doing so, presents something that
cannot be found anywhere else. The meats are hand cut, and the seafood is sourced from top of
the line vendors locally and nationally. The T-bone is a popular item to indulge in, a hearty
portion served in 22 ounces, cooked to perfection. All their beef is certified Angus beef to ensure
great flavor in every bite. The Salmon is another widely favored menu item, grilled or blackened
and sourced from Norway. The scallops come in high regard as well, pan seared, served with
bacon, coconut curry cream sauce, and sweet potato waffle fries. No matter the instance, the
dishes encapsulate a prime experience and adhere to all palates.
Hosting two full bars, they create a perfect space for any outing while visiting Indian Rocks
Beach. Situated between the intercostal waterway and the Gulf of Mexico the view rivals the
food and takes the dining experience to the next level. Pair that with the chef driven, made from
scratch options, and it certainly becomes a perfect choice to grab a satisfying bite to eat. Aqua
Prime Seafood Steaks & Spirits is located on Gulf Blvd. in Indian Rocks Beach, be sure to visit
soon!
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